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Expiration-Day Effects: Wliat Has
Ciianged?

In June 1987, the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, the New York Stock Exchange and the New |
York Futures Exchange changed the settlement of their S&P 500 and NYSE index futures I
and option contracts from the close of trading to the open in an attempt to mitigate concern g
about occasional abnormal stock price movements at "triple witching hours." This study J
analyzes volatility and volume effects on quarterly and monthly (non-quarterly) expiration |
days in the two and one-half year period before and the two and one-half year period after |
June 1987. I

At quarterly expirations, both trading activity and price volatility in S&P 500 and NYSE i
contracts were smaller at the close in the post-June 1987 period than in the pre-June 1987 |
period. At the open, however, trading volume and price reversals increased significantly -I
between the pre-June 1987 period and the post-June 1987 period. The price effect observed at |
the open on quarterly expirations since June 1987 has been somewhat smaller than the price I
effect observed at the close in the period before June 1987. This may reflect the new settlement |
procedures or the fact that expiration-day trading is now split between open and close. T

At monthly (non-quarterly) expirations, index stocks behave like non-index stocks on '%
expiration days and like index stocks on non-expiration days. Trading activity and price |
reversals do not appear to have changed, in a statistical sense, since June 1987, nor are they |-
large in an absolute sense. f

INDEX FUTURES CONTRACTS and option from the opening price of each component
contracts began trading in the U.S. in 1982 stock. Futures and options on the Major Market
and 1983, respectively. From June 1984 Index (MMI), the S&P 1(X) (with the exception of

through March 1987, these contracts expired at CME futures on the S&P 100) and the Value
the dose of trading on the third Friday of the Line Index continue to settle at the closing price
contract month. Occasionally, the simultaneous of the underlying index, which is based on the
expiration of these contracts (the notorious "tri- index value as normally calculated,
pie witching hour") was accompanied by abnor- This article analyzes in detail the conse-
mal price movements in the underlying stocks, quences of the change in settlement procedure
This gave rise to a great deal of controversy. In for the S&P 500 and NYSE index contracts. It
response, the Chicago Mercantile Exchange addresses two central questions. First, has set-
(CME), the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) tlement at the open reduced the expiration-da)'
and the New York Futures Exchange (NYFE) price volatility of stocks that comprise the in-
moved the settlement of their contracts from the dexes on which derivative instruments art
dose on the expiration day to the open. traded? To date, a careful analysis of volatility a

Since June 1987, futures and options on the the open has not been carried out. Second, dt
S&P 5(X) and NYSE indexes have settled at the the stocks underlying contracts that continue t('
opening price of the underlying index. The settle at the close experience unusual price vol
opening quotation for the index is calculated atility around the contracts' exjaration? That is
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Glossary
Volatility: Unexpected changes in security prices.

VolatiUty is usually measured by the standard
deviation of security retums, but sometimes
other measures, such as the mean absolute price
change or the price range during the day, are
used.

Expiration-Day Priice Effects: Price changes in the
stock market on the expiration day of stock
index futures and option contracts.

Index Arbitrage: Arbitrage activity between the
index futures and the stock markets to lock in
profits from violations of the cost-of-carry rela-
tion between the index futures and the under-
lying cash index. Arbitrageurs are long stocks
and short futures or are short stocks and long
futures.

Price Reversal: The extent to which an unexpected
price change is reversed.

Volume Effects on Expiration Days: Abnormal
stock market volume on expiration days. Stock
market volume is usually very high immediately
around the expiration of the index futures con-
tract.

Unwinding of Index Arbitrage Positions: Index
arbitrageur's sale (or purchate) of stocks and
purchase (or sale) of index futures to close out
an index arbitrage position. In the context of this
study, the unwinding takes place at the expira-
tion of the stock index futures contract, so only
stock market transactions take place; the futures
contract simply expires under cash settlement.

v^as all or most of the quarterly effect observed
prior to June 1987 due to the S&P 500 and NYSE
index contracts, or do contracts such as those on
the MMI and S&P 100 affect trading activity and
price volatility on expiration days?

The Expiration-Day Problem
Expiration-day price effects arise from a combi-
nation of factors, including the existence of
index-arbitrage opportunities, the cash-settle-
ment feature of index options and futures, and
the market procedures for accommodating the
unwinding of arbitrage positions in the under-
lying index stocks.

Index arbitrage links the cash price of an
index and the price of the futures or option
contract on that index. In the absence of trans-
action costs, the equilibrium relation between
the index futures price, F, and the index cash
price, S, is:

where r is the riskless rate of interest for the
period remaining until maturity of the futures
contract and d is the dividend yield on the
stocks in the index over the period remaining to
maturity of the futures contract. If actual prices
deviate from this relation (and the magnitude of
the deviation exceeds transaction costs), arbi-
trageurs can buy or sell the component index
stocks and take an offsetting position in the
index futures, establishing a hedged position.
For example, if the futures price exceeds the
right-hand side of Equation (1), arbitrageurs sell
index futures and buy index stocks. (The simul-
taneous purchase of a large number of stocks is
a program trade; program trading is an essential
ingredient of index arbitrage but it is used in
other investment strategies as well.)^

At maturity, index futures contracts self-
liquidate with cash settlement; the position in
the stocks, however, must be liquidated by the
arbitrageur (unless the arbitrageur rolls into
another futures contract to maintain the hedge).
An arbitrageur who is long the underlying
stocks and short the index futures contract, for
example, must sell the underlying stocks at the
opening prices (if the contract settles at the
opening) or at the closing prices (if the contract
settles at the close). The arbitrageur is unaf-
fected by the level of prices at which the stocks
settle, as long as the stocks are liquidated at the
same prices used for settling the futures con-
tract. When many arbitrageurs liquidate posi-
tions at the same time, however, and in the
same direction, price effects are possible. The
severity of any price effect depends in part on
the market procedures for accommodating im-
balances that may arise when arbitrage posi-
tions are unwound.

An equilibrium arbitrage condition similar to
that in the index futures market exists in the
index option market. That is:

C - P =
S(l + r - d) - X

T+~r ' (2)

where C is the call option price, P the put option
price and X the exercise price of the options.
(The other variables are as defined above.) If the
left-hand side of Equation (2) exceeds the right-
hand side by more than transaction costs, arbi-
trageurs buy an index put and sell an index call
(a synthetic short position) and simultaneously
take a long position in the index. The put and

F = S(l + r - d). (1) 1. Footnotes appear at end of artide.
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call options cash settle at maturity. An index
option arbitrageur thus has the same problem as
an index futures arbitrageur: He has to liquidate
the stock position, and may experience price
effects in doing so.

Prior Evidence
Earlier studies of expiration-day effects over

the period prior to 1987 found large volume
effects and some price effects during the last
hour of trading on quarterly expiration days.^
The price effect—measured as the extent to
which the S&P 500 index price reversed in the
&st half-hour of trading on the day after the
expiration day—was found to be about 0.38 per
cent of the closing index price. Price effects were
small when options alone expired.

Day and Lewis calculated implied volatilities
from index option prices around index options
and futures expirations in the period March
1983 to December 1986.̂  They found a notice-
able increase in implied volatility around both
quarterly and monthly (non-quarterly) expira-
tions.

In an analysis of the behavior of individual
stocks on quarterly expirations in the period
before 1986, Stoll and Whaley found that stocks
in the index behaved like non-index stocks. That
is, all stocks exhibited price reversals. Stocks in
the index, however, displayed a greater ten-
dency to reverse in the same direction.'*

The interpretation of expiration-day price ef-
fects depends on the standard against which the
effects are measured. As Roll and Stoll have
noted, price reversals are to be expected after
transactions, as prices move between bid and
ask levels.^ Stoll compared expiration-day ef-
fects with Vcirious measures of market impact
costs and found that "the average expiration
day price effect is roughly of the same magni-
tude as the price impact observed in a normal
transaction."^ Nevertheless, policy makers re-
main concerned about price effects that are
substantially in excess of the average.

Changes in Expiration-Day Procedures
During 1985 and 1986, the SEC and others

proposed a variety of solutions for limiting
expiration-day price effects. These induded (1)
modifjing futures contracts by, for example,
reducing futures position limits near the expira-
tion day; (2) using the expiration-day average
price rather than the closing price as the settle-
ment price; and (3) shifting the expiration days

of different contracts to different days. In June
1986, the SEC suggested that stock market pro-
cedures be modified to accommodate more
readily trading imbalances on expiration days.
The suggested modifications included (1) the
disclosure of market-on-close orders prior to the
dose, (2) a trading halt before the close to give
the market time to respond to order imbalances,
and (3) the use of the op>ening price as the
settlement price.^

In June 1987, the CME, NYSE and NYFE
adopted the suggestion to settle their index
futures and index options at the opening price,
effective with the June 19,1987 expiration. (The
last day of trading in these contracts is now a
Thursday.) NYSE Composite Index options,
NYFE Composite Index futures and S&P 500
futures and options were affected by this deci-
sion. In addition, the Chicago Board Options
Exchange (CBOE) created a separate S&P 500
option contract that expires at the open. For the
purpose of settling these contracts, a spedal
opening quotation is calculated from the open-
ing price of each stock in the index.®

Other index futures and option contracts con-
tinue to settle at the Friday closing price for the
index. The NYSE, however, adopted special
closing procedures for expiration Fridays. Now
all market-on-close orders must be received by
3:(X) p.m. (EST). Order imbalances in excess of
50,000 shares in 50 large index stocks are
promptly disseminated to off-floor market par-
ticipants. (The NYSE also adopted spedal pre-
opening procedures for handling imbalances in
index stocks.^)

The SEC has indicated that it believes opening
procedures are superior to closing procedures in
terms of mitigating imbalances and price effects
on expiration days. It has requested that the
index options still settling at the close settle at
the open. Table I lists the major stock index
futures and option contracts and their expira-
tion frequendes and settlement prices.

Data
This study examines trading volume and price
behavior of all NYSE stocks on all expiration
days over the period January 1985 through June
1989. The data were compiled from a variety of
sources. A time-series record of stocks in each of
the indexes (S&P 100 and S&P 500) was com-
piled from various monthly issues of Standard &
Poor's "5(X)" Information Bulletin and Standard &
Poor's "100" Information Bulletin. Because the
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Table I Attributes of Stock Index Futures, Futures Option and Option Contract Markets as of January 12, 1990

Underlying Index

Futures Contracts:
S&P 500
NYSE
Major Market
Value Line

Option Contracts:''
S&P 100
S&P 500 (SPX)
S&P 500 (NSXr
NYSE
Major Market
Value Line

Futures Option Contracts:
S&P 500
NYSE

Exchange

CME
NYFE
CBOT
KCBT

CBOE
CBOE
CBOE
NYSE
AMEX
PHLX

CME
NYFE

Start of
Trading

820421
820506
840723
820224

830311
830701
870601
830923
830429
850111

830128
830128

Expiration
Frequency

Quarterly*^
Quarterly
Monthly
Quarterly

Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly

Monthly'
Quarterly

Last Day of Trading'

Thursday prior to third Friday
Thursday prior to third Friday
Third Friday
Third Friday

Third Friday
Third Friday
Thursday prior to third Friday
Thursday prior to thirS Friday
Third Friday
Third Friday

Thursday prior to third Friday
Thursday prior to third Friday

Settlement
Pric^

Friday open
Friday oj)en
Friday close
Friday dose

Friday close
Friday close
Friday open
Friday op>en
Friday close
Friday dose

Friday open
Friday open

a. Before June 1987 and after September 1985, all stock index futures and options contracts were cash settled at the closing value of the
underlying index on the third Friday of the expiration month. From October 1984 to September 1985, all contracts except the Value Line
futures contract settled at the Friday close The S&P 500 futures settled at the Thursday close until June 1984, after which they settled at the
Friday close.
b. Settlement at the Friday open is based on a special opening quotation for the stocks in the mdex, which is the index value computed from
the opening price of each index stock.
c. Quarterly expirations are m March, June, September and December.
d. All options are now European-style except the ophon on the S&P 100 and the futures option on the S&P 500. The option on the MMI
became European-style in January 1989.
e. When the CME moved to Friday mormng expiration, the CBOE introduced another version of its option on the S&P 500 Aat also expired
Friday morning. However this new option has never been actively traded.
f. When initiated, this contract expired quarterly. It has been modified to include one-month option contracts that expire in months when the
S&P 500 futures do not expire.

Study examines only NYSE transactions, the
sample of S&P 500 stocks is less than 500;
approximately 40 stocks in the S&P 500 trade on
NASDAQ and AMEX.

Transaction prices and volumes for individual
stocks over the period January 1985 through
December 1986 were obtained from Francis Em-
ory Fitch. Transaction price and volume data for
the period January 1987 through June 1989 were
provided by the Institute for the Study of Secur-
ity Markets.

To facilitate an evaluation of the effects of the
change in settlement procedure, the days in the
sample were grouped as follows.

• Quarterly expirations before and after June
1987. Prior to June 1987, all index futures
and option contracts expired at the close of
trading on the third Friday of the contract
month. Since June 1987, the S&P 100, MMI
and Value Line futures and options con-
tinue to expire at the dose, but the S&P 500
and NYSE index contracts settle at the
open. The quarterly expiration days refer to
the March, June, September and December
contract cycle. The sample contains nine
quarterly expirations before June 1987 and
nine since June 1987.

• Monthly (non-quarterly) expirations before and
after June 1987. Monthly expirations occur at
the close of trading on the third Friday of
the contract month. Four times a year, these
monthly expirations coincide with the quar-
terly expirations. The sample of monthly
expiration days ignores these quarterly ex-
pirations and focuses on expiration days in
January, February, April, May, July, Au-
gust, October and November. In the period
January 1985 through June 1989, 36
monthly (non-quarterly) expirations took
place.

• Non-expiration days. A control group of non-
expiration Fridays is used as a benchmark
to assess the magnitude of expiration-day
effects. The control group consists of the
two Fridays preceding each expiration Fri-
day. There are approximately twice as
many Fridays in the non-expiration-day
sample as in the expiration sample.

Volume Effects on Expiration Days
For each sample stock, volume was measured
by summing the dollar value of trades in the last
half-hour before expiration and the first half-
hour after expiration.^" These trading volumes
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Table 11 Qosing Volume on Quarterly Expirations"

Index

Pre-June 1987
MMI

S&P 100

S&P 500

Post-June 1987
MMI

S&P 100

S&P 500

Type of Day

Expiration days
Non-expiration days

((-ratio)''
Expiration days
Non-expiration days

(t-ratio)''
Expiration days
Non-expiration days

(f-ratio)''

Expiration days
(f-ratio)**

Non-expiration days
(f-ratio)'=

Expiration days
(Vratio)"*

Non-expiration days
(f-ratio)''

Expiration days
(f-ratio)**

Non-expiration days
(t-OLtioY

No. of
Ofe.

9
18

9
18

9
18

9

17

9

17

9

17

Volume at Friday

Index
Stocks

0.279
0.063

(7.85)
0.203
0.071

(6.20)
0.208
0.085

(6.24)

0.203
(1.83)
0.048

(10.69)
0.138

(1.94)
0.049

(7.15)
0.094

(4.08)
0.055

(5.43)

Non-Index
Stocks

0.192
0.116

(5.35)
0.192
0.119

(5.17)
0.184
0.132

(3.52)

0.117
(3.84)
0.085

(4.71)
0.117

(3.92)
0.088

(4.21)
0.133

(2.50)
0.103
(3.70)

Close

it-Ratiof

(4.37)
(-5.84)

(2.86)
(-6.25)

(2.78)
(-6.12)

(5.85)

(-11.21)

(2.88)

(-12.24)

(-0.82)

(-13.05)

Volume at Monday

Index
Stocks

0.078
0.078

(0.03)
0.075
0.075

(-0.06)
0.068
0.075

(-1.29)

0.063
(1.20)
0.081

(-2.66)
0.058

(1.62)
0.075)

(-3.67)
0.055
(1.86)
0.070

(-3.63)

Non-Index
Stocks

0.078
0.085

(-1.18)
0.079
0.086

(-1.25)
0.084
0.090

(-0.92)

0.072
(0.94)
0.079

(-3.61)
0.073

(0.83)
0.080

(-3.26)
O.(»2

(0.27)
O.(»5

(-1.31)

Open

(t-Ratiof

(-0.52)
(-1.35)

(-l.(»)
(-2.38)

(-3.27)
(-4.24)

(-2.78)

(0.36)

(-5.59)

(-1.70)

(-7.76)

(-5.45)

a. Mean proportion of Fiiday/Monday dollar trading volume (and (-ratios of differences) accounted for in the last half-hour on Friday and the
first half-hour on Monday for NYSE stocks on quarterly dosing expiration and non-expiration days during the period January 1985 through
June 1989.
b. The t-ratio corresponds to a test of the null hypothesis that the difference in the mean reversal of index versus non-index stocks equals zero.
c. The J-ratio corresponds to a test of the null hypothesis that the difference in the mean reversal on expiration days versus non-expiration
days equals zero.
d. The f-ratio corresponds to a test of the null hypothesis that the difference between the mean reversal on expiration days in the pre-June
1987 period and the mean reversal on expiration days in the post-June 1967 period equals zero.

are expressed as proportions of the total two-
day trading volume and then averaged across all
stocks in the index on each expiration day.

Because a half-hour is about 4 per cent of the
two-day trading period, half-hour trading vol-
ume should be about 4 per cent of two-day
trading volume, assuming volume is distributed
evenly across the trading day. Table II reports
the results for the dosing volume on quarterly
expiration days. Table III shows opening vol-
ume on quarterly expiration days and Table IV
closing volume on monthly (non-quarterly) ex-
piration days.

Tables n and III indicate that the change in
settlement procedures for the S&P 500 and the
NYSE index contracts has altered trading pat-
terns on quarterly expirations. The voliune of
trading in S&P 500 stocks at the Friday close
dedined from ^ . 8 per cent of two-day volume
in the period before June 1987 to 9.4 per cent of
two-day volume in the period since June 1987
(Table II). However, volume in S&P 5{X) stocks
at Ae Friday open increased from 6.6 per cent of

two-day volume before June 1987 to 26.3 per
cent since (Table III).

Switching settlement to the opening dearly
produced a massive increase in opening vol-
ume. As a proportion of two-day volume, open-
ing volume on expiration days is more than
three times greater than it is on non-expiration
days.^^ Prior to the June 1987 change in contract
settlement, the proportion of volume in the first
half-hour on Monday tended to be higher for
non-index stocks than for index stocks. In the
post-June 1987 period, exactly the reverse is
true.

Closing volume did not decline as much for
the 20 MMI stocks and the 100 S&P 100 stocks in
the period after June 1987, presumably because
the futures and options contracts based on these
indexes continue to settle at the Friday close.
For example, the volume of trading in the MMI
stocks dedined from 27.9 per cent to 20.3 per
cent of two-day voltime, and the volume of
trading in S&P 100 stwiks declined from 20.3 to
13.8 per cent of two-day volume. These peicent-
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Table m Opening Volume on Quarterly Expirations"

Index

Pre-June 1987
MMI

S&P 100

S&P 500

Post-June 1987
MMI

S&P 100

S&P 500

Type of Day

Expiration days
Non-expiration days

(f-ratio)'=
Expiration days
Non-expiration days

(f-ratio)"̂
Expiration days
Non-expiration days

((-ratio)*^

Expiration days
(i-ratio)*^

Non-expiration days
(t-iatiof

Expiration days
(f-ratio)"^

Non-expiration days
(f-ratio)=

Expiration days
(f-ratio)''

Non-expiration days
(f-ratio)'

No. of
Obs.

9
18

9
18

9
18

9

17

9

17

9

17

Volume at Thursday Close

Index
Stocks

0.052
0.062

(-1.16)
0.061
0.067

(-0.75)
0.071
0.080

(-1.01)

0.048
(0.54)
0.056

(-1.38)
0.049

(1.47)
0.056

(-1.19)
0.045

(4.15)
0.059

(-2.84)

Non-Index
Stocks

0.103
0.110

(-0.81)
0.105
0.113

(-0.80)
0.116
0.123

(-0.67)

0.078
(2.72)
0.090

(-3.04)
0.079

(2.75)
0.092

(-3.00)
0.090

(2.37)
0.102

(-2.48)

(t-Ratio)^

(-6.44)
(-5.95)

(-5.61)
(-6.30)

(-5.47)
(-5.58)

(-7.12)

(-8.55)

(-6.42)

(-9.93)

(-13.06)

(-10.98)

Volume at Friday

Index
Stocks

0.064
0.097

(-5.41)
0.067
0.090

(-4.01)
0.066^
0.087

(-3.53)

0.244
(-7.84)

0.098
(7.94)
0.238

(-8.69)
0.090

(9.66)
0.263

(-9.73)
0.085

(11.51)

Non-Index
Stocks

0.086
0.098

(-1.91)
0.087
0.099

(-1.75)
0.094
0.103

(-1.23)

0.151
(-6.88)

0.103
(7.75)
0.147

(-6.29)
0.104

(7.10)
0.107

(-1.38)
0.110

(-0.57)

Open

(t-Ratiof'

(-4.42)
(-1.15)

(-4.63)
(-1.84)

(-5.65)
(-3.09)

(6.28)

(-0.70)

(6.91)

(-2.48)

(7.60)

(-5.05)

a. Mean proportion of Thursday/Friday dollar trading volume (and t-ratios of differences) accounted for in the last half-hour on Thursday and
the first half-hour on Fnday for NYSE stocks on quarterly opening expiration and non-expiration days during the period January 1985 through
June 1989. .
b. The f-ratio corresponds to a test of the null hypothesis that the difference in the mean reversal of index versus non-index stocks equals zeio.
c. The f-ratio corresponds to a test of the null hypothesis that the difference in the mean reversal on expiration days versus non-expiration
days equals zero.
d. The f-ratio corresponds to a test of the nutl hypothesis that the difference between the mean reversal on expiration days in the pre-June
1987 period and the mean reversal on expiration days in the post-June 1987 period equals zero.

ages remain significantly higher than the corre-
sponding percentages on non-expiration days.

Table IV indicates that a large amount of
trading activity has taken place in MMI and S&P
100 index stocks at the close of trading on
monthly (non-quarterly) expiration days both
before and after June 1987. For MMI stocks, the
percentage of total trading activity taking place
in the last half-hour of trading on expiration
days was 20.0 before June 1987 and 25.1 after.
The corresponding figures for the S&P 100
stocks are 10.8 and 16.5 per cent; for the S&P 500
stocks, the figures are 9.1 per cent and 10.6 per
cent. These percentages are significantly higher
than the corresponding percentages for non-
expiration days.

It is dear from Table IV that trading activity at
the close of monthly (non-quarterly) expirations
is significantly greater than normal, albeit less
than it is on quarterly expirations. Moreover,
tiw proportion of trading taking place in the last
half-hour on Friday appears to have increased
significantly from the pre-June 1987 period to

the post-June 1987 period. In all cases, the
increase in proportional volume in the last half-
hour of expiration days is statistically signifi-
cant, although the increase for S&P stocks is
small (and reflects the fact that stocks in the
other two indexes are also in the S&P 500).

Volume is higher not orJy in a relative sense,
but also in absolute terms. Average two-day
dollar trading volume was $99.5 million for MMI
stocks on expiration days and only $78 million
on non-expiration days—a significant differ-
ence. Similarly, trading volume for S&P 100
stocks averaged $42 million on quarterly expira-
tion days and $36 million on non-expiration
days. The difference for S&P 500 stocks was not
as great—$20 million on expiration days, versus
$18.5 million on non-expiration days.

Measuring Price Effects
The analysis of price effects focuses on price
reversals. Unwinding of index arbitrage stock
positions at the expiration purportedly drives
stock prices temporarUy out of equilibrium. If
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Table IV Qosing Volume on Monthly (Non-Quarterly) Expirations*

Index

Pre-June 1987
MMI

S&P 100

S&P 500

Post-June 1987
MMI

S&P 100

S&P 500

Type of Day

Expiration days
Non-expiration days

(f-ratio)"̂
Expiration days
Non-expiration days

(t-ratio)'
Expiration days
Non-expiration days

(f-ratio)''

Expiration days
(f-ratio)**

Non-expiration days
(f-ratio)'=

Expiration days
(f-ratio)""

Non-expiration days
(f-ratio)'

Expiration days
(f-ratio)**

Non-expiration days
(f-ratio)"̂

No. of
C»s.

19
37

19
37

19
37

13

26

13

26

13

26

Volume at Friday Close

Index
Stocks

0.200
0.059

(11.78)
0.108
0.069

(5.64)
0.091
0.081

(1.85)

0.251
(-1.98)

0.061
(11.60)

0.165
(-4.42)

0.061
(11.17)

0.106
(-2.23)

0.065
(6.36)

Non-Index
Stocks

0.114
0.115

(-0.15)
0.117
0.118

(-0.28)
0.130
0.133

(-0.45)

0.104
(1.50)
0.095

(2.12)
0.102
(2.20)
0.097

(1.08)
0.107

(2.65)
0.112

(-1.09)

(t-Ratiof

(5.23)
(-10.84)

(-1.11)
(-10.08)

(-5.91)
(-9.83)

(7.09)

(-6.53)

(6.01)

(-7.75)

(-0.89)

(-10.56)

Volume at Monday

Index
Stocks

0.074
0.081

(-1.10)
0.074
0.076

(-0.29)
0.075
0.074

(0.30)

0.071
(0.36)
0.085

(-2.22)
0.071

(0.45)
0.081

(-1.55)
0.070

(0.89)
0.075

(-0.95)

Non-Index
Stodcs

0.086
0.085

(O.(»)
o.tm
O.(^

(0.06)
0.091
0.091

(-0.17)

O.(»2
(0.74)
0.084

(-0.48)
0.082

(0.72)
0.084

(-0.33)
0.089

(0.39)
0.089

(0.07)

Open

(t-Ratiof'

(-1.83)
(-0.90)

(-2.06)
(-2.94)

(-2.90)
(-5.76)

(-2.35)

(0.27)

(-2.27)

(-0.63)

(-3.99)

(-3.44)

a. Mean proportion of Fiiday/Monday doUar trading volume (and t-ratios of differences) accounted for in the iast half-hour on Friday and the
fiist half-hour on Monday for NYSE stodus on mondily dcsing expiration and non-expiration days during the period Januaiy 1985 through
June 1989. The means amd t-ratios are computed excluding the October 16, 1987 expiration day.
b. The f-ratio corresponds to a test of the nuJl hypottiesis that the difierence in the mean reversal of index versus non-index stocks equals zero.
c. The f-ratio corresponds to a test of the null hypothesis that the difierence in the mean reversal m expiration days versus non-expiration
days equals zero.
d. TTie t-ratio corresfKmds to a test of the null hypottiesis that the different between the mean reversal on expiration days in the pre-June
1987 period and the mean reversal on expiratkm days in the post-June 1987 period equals zero.

this is so, prices should rebound in the opposite
direction after the futures contract has expired.

Individual stock reversals were computed on
each expiration day immediately around the
settlement time. For settlements at the Friday
dosing price, for example, price reversals were
based on individual stock retums in the last
half-hour on expiration Fridays and on retums
from the close to the open on the following
Monday—that is:

• dose - 30,i
XlOO

• dose - 30,i

and

Popen,i Pdose,i
X lUU,

(3)

(4)

where Pdose-30,i ^ stock i's price 30 minutes
before the market close on Friday, Pciose,i is

i's price at the dose on Friday, and p
is stock i's pri<£ at the c ^ n on Monday mom-
ing.

For settlements at the Friday opening price,
price reversals were based on individual stock
retums from Thursday close to Friday open and
from Friday open to 30 minutes after the open.
That is:

1 close,!

and

i^open,i

u
X 100,

(5) i

(6) ;

where Pdose,i is stock i's price at the dose on
Thursday, Popen,i is stock i's price at the open on
Friday, and Popen+3o,i is stock i's price ^ min-
utes after tibe open on Friday.^''

Sbxk retums were not induded in the sample
for a particular day if (1) the stock did not trade
inofe tiian ones during fhe last hall-hour, (2) die
stock prfce was below $3.00 or (3) ihe rate of
retum exceeded 20 per cent.
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Individual stock return reversals were defined
as follows:

REVi =
Ri,i if Ro,i < 0.0

(7)

For reversals at the dose, RQ^ and Rj, are given
by Equations (3) and (4). For reversals at the
open, Ro i and R^ are given by Equations (5)
and (6). The stock reversal REV; is positive
when the sign of the stock retum after expira-
tion, Rj i is the opposite of the sign of the return
before expiration, RQ;. The stock reversal is
negative when stock price movement after ex-
piration continues in the same direction as be-
fore.

Reversals on a day were aggregated across
stocks in two ways—as an average stock rever-
sal and as a portfolio reversal. The average stock
reversal was defined as follows:

1
REV = - (8)

The average stock reversal may overstate the
size of any disruption in the stock market,
because individual stocks may reverse in oppo-
site directions. That is, an individual stock may
reverse as it bounces between the bid and the
ask price, but its reversal may be offset by the
reversal of another stock.

The potential problem on expiration days is
the tendency for the entire market to be pushed
in one direction or another. The study thus
examines portfolio reversal, REVp, defined as
follows:

REVp =

where

Ri,p if Ro.p < 0.0
- Ri,p if Ro,p s 0.0,' (9)

n
o,i and

1 ,

n .''

Here n is the number of stocks in the portfolio
on the expiration day. Note that this measure
assesses the degree to which all stocks share a
common reversal. The portfolio reversal equals
tire stock reversal when all stocks in the index
reverse in the same direction on the expiration
day.

Price Effects on Quarterly Expirations
Table V presents average stock reversals at the
dose and at the open, computed across index
and non-index stocks for quarterly expiration
days and non-expiration days in the periods
before and after June 1987. Table VI presents the
portfolio reversals.

Before and After June 1987
For the individual index stocks, the average

reversal at the dose decreased between the
pre-June 1987 period and the post-June 1987
period (Table V). For MMI stocks, the average
reversal decreased from 0.460 per cent in the
first period to 0.268 per cent in the second
period; for S&P 100 stocks, the decrease was
from 0.463 to 0.311 per cent; for S&P 500 stocks,
the decrease was from 0.366 to 0.211 per cent.
Only the decrease in the S&P 500 stock reversal
is statistically significant, however; the t-ratio,
2.28, indicates that the probability that there is
no difference between the two periods is less
than 1 per cent.

As noted earlier, mean portfolio reversals are
probably better measures of market price effects
than individual stock reversals. The mean port-
folio reversals reported in Table VI indicate that,
although the average reversals decreased, the
decreases are not significant for any of the
indexes. For the MMI portfolio, the mean rever-
sal declined from 0.506 per cent in the first
subperiod to 0.171 per cent in the second. The
t-ratio corresponding to the test of the null
hypothesis that there is no difference between
these two means is 1.29, indicating that the null
hypothesis cannot be rejected. For the S&P 100
portfolio, the decrease from 0.493 to 0.178 per
cent has a t-ratio of 1.48. For the S&P 500
portfolio, the decrease from 0.364 to 0.255 per
cent has a t-ratio of 0.60.

The results in Tables V and VI indicate that
price reversals at the open on quarterly expira-
tions increased significantly in the post-June
1987 period. Even though no MMI contracts
expire at the open, the average reversal for MMI
stocks increased from 0.095 per cent in the
pre-June 1987 period to 0.185 per cent in the
post-June 1987 period. This reflects the high
proportion of MM stocks also induded in the
S&P 500. Similarly, even though S&P 100 index
options expire at the dose, the average reversal
for S&P 100 stocks at the quarterly opens in-
creased dramatically, from 0.055 per cent in the
pre-June 1987 period to 0.277 per cent in the
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Table V Stock Reversals on Qiiarterly Expirations^

Index

Pre-June 1987
MMI

S&P 100

S&P 500

Post-June 1987
MMI

S&P 100

S&P 500

Type of Day

Expiration days
Non-expiration days

(f-ratio)'=
Expiration days
Non-expiration days

(f-ratio)'=
Expiration days
Non-expiration days

(t-ratiof

Expiration days
(f-ratio)''

Non-expiration days
(t-ratio)'

Expiration days
(f-ratio)''

Non-expiration days
(Nratiof

Expiration days
(f-ratio)**

Non-expiration days
(f-ratio)'

No. of
Obs.

9
18

9
18

9
18

9

17

9

17

9

17

Index
Stocks

0.460
0.101

(2.78)
0,463
0.119

(4.59)
0,366
0,124

(4.46)

0.268
(1,14)
0,035

(2.61)
0,311

(1.19)
0.022

(3.43)
0,211

(2,28)
0,056

(3,68)

Reversal at Close

Non-Index
Stocks

0,268
0,130

(3.20)
0.254
0,131

(2.87)
0,216
0.133

(1,79)

0.208

0.110
(3,72)
0.199

0.117
(3.36)
0.206

0,140
(2.69)

(t-Ratio)^

(1.25)
(-0,48)

(2.25)
(-0.29)

(1,90)
(-0.28)

(0,68)

(-1,54)

(1.09)

(-2.76)

(0.12)

(-3.14)

Index
Stocks

0.095
0.024

(1.36)
0.055

-0.008
(1.72)
0.061

-0,002
(1,63)

0.185
(-1.95)

0.029
(2,71)
0,277

(-3.26)
0.015

(4,16)
0,281

(-3.32)
0,012

(3.94)

Reversal at Open

Non-Index
Stods

0.046
0,018

(1.17)
0.046
0.019

(1.11)
0.040
0.027

(0,61)

0.148

0,041
(3.46)
0,140

0.042
(3.31)
0.094

0,052
(2,04)

U-Ratiof'

(1.24)
(0.18)

(0.30)
(-1.00)

(0.76)
(-1.01)

(1.01)

(-0.27)

(2.08)

(-0,72)

(2.96)

(-1.01)

a. Mean percentage stock retum reversak (and t-ratios of differences) of NYSE stocks on quarterly expiration and non-expiration days durine
the period Januaiy 1985 through June 1%9,
b. The f-ratio corresponds to a test of the null hypothesis that the difference in the mean reversal of index versus non-index stocks equals zero,
c. The f-ratio corresponds to a test of the null hypothesis that the difference in the mean reversal on expiration days versus non-expiration
days equals zero,
d. The f-ratio corresponds to a test of the null hypothesis that the difference between the mean reversal on expiration days in the pre-June
1987 period and the mean reversal on expiration days in the post-June 1987 period equals zero.

post-June 1987 period. The average opening
stock reversal of S&P 500 stocks was, as ex-
pected, significantly higher in the post-June
1987 period; the mean value was 0.061 per cent
prior to June 1987 and 0.281 per cent after. The
t-^ratio, -3.32, rejects the nuU hypothesis that
average stock reversals are the same in the two
periods.

Mean portfolio reversals at the open confirm
the individual stock reversal findings. For the
S&P 100 and S&P 500 indexes, the mean port-
folio reversals were significantly higher in the
post-June 1987 period than in the pre-June 1987
period—0.282 and 0.2(» per cent, respectively,
versus 0.011 and 0.011 per cent in the pre-June
1987 period.

The comparisons made in Tables V and VI
indicate that the reversal at the ciose has de-
creased, whereas the reversal at the open has
increased as a result of the change in the settle-
ment time of the S&P 500 and NYSE index
contracts. Under the new settlement proce-
dures, the price effects at the open are some-
what smaller than the price effects at the close
were under the old procedures.

Expiration vs. Non-Expiration Days
The economic significance of quarterly expi-

ration-day price effects can be assessed by com-
paring them with price effects on non-expiration
days. The results in Tables V and VI indicate
that stock reversals and portfolio reversals are
significantly greater on quarterly expiration
days than on non-expiration days.

Consider first the stock reversals in Table V.
In the period before June 1987, average index
stock reversals at the close were significantly
greater on expiration days than on non-
expiration days, but stock reversals at the open
were not significantly different on expiration
days as compared with non-expiration days.
This reflects the fact that no contracts expired at
the open in the first subperiod.

In the period after June 1987, average index
stock reversals at the dose continued to be
larger on expiration days than on non-expira-
tion days despite the switch to the open for
some contracts. At the same time, stock rever-
sals were also greater at the open on expiration
days than on non-expiration days. This reflects
the fact that important contracts expired at the
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TaUe VI Portfolio Reversals on Quarterly Expirations^

Index

Pre-june 1987
MMI

S&P 100

S&P 500

Post-June 1987
MMI

S&P 100

S&P 500

Type of Day

Expiration days
Non-expiration days

(f-ratio)'=
Expiration days
Non-expiration days

(f-ratio)^
Expiration days
Non-expiration days

(f-ratio)^

Expiration days
(t-ratio)**

Non-expiration days
(f-ratio)"̂

Expiration days
(f-ratio)"*

Non-expiration days
(t-ratio)*^

Expiration days
(f-ratto)''

Non-expiration days
(t-ratio)'

No. of
Obs.

9
18

9
18

9
18

9

17

9

17

9

17

Index
Stocks

0.506
0.020

(2.61)
0.493
0.074

(3.38)
0.364
0.074

(3.07)

0.171
(1.29)

-0.075
(1.56)
0.178

(1.48)
-0.061
(1.71)
0.255

(0.60)
-0.034
(3.78)

Reversal at Close

Non-Index
Stocks

0.189
0.016

(2.38)
0.176
0.006

(2.39)
0.085
0.008

(1.02)

0.064

-0.015
(1.28)
0.063

-0.010
(1.28)
0.065

-0.015
(1.56)

(t-Ratiof'

(1.56)
(0.04)

(2.13)
(0.95)

(2.19)
(1.11)

(0.57)

(-0.80)

(0.65)

(-0.83)

(2.36)

(-0.36)

Index
Stocks

0.095
0.024

(0.77)
0.011

-0.070
(0.76).
0.011

-0.080
(0.77)

0.224
(-1.32)

0.021
(1.79)
0.282

(-2.67)
-0.095
(3.08)
0.208

(-1.97)
-0.0%
(2.31)

Reversal at Open

Non-Index
Stocks

-0.004
-0.120
(1.35)
0.003

-0.119
(1.44)
0.012

-0.125
(1.79)

-0.001

-0.064
(0.84)

-0.008

-0.064
(0.77)

-0.047

-0.060
(0.21)

(t-Ratiof'

(1.23)
(1.77)

(0.12)
(0.53)

(-0.01)
(0.47)

(2.52)

(0.97)

(2.78)

(-0.35)

(2.34)

(-0.41)

a. Mean percentage portfolio retum reversals (and (-ratios of differences) of NYSE stocks on quarterly expiration and non-expiration days
during the period January 1985 through Jufie 1989.
b. The f-ratio corresponds to a test of the null hypothesis that the difference in the mean reversal of index versus non-index stocks equals zero.
c. The f-ratio corresponds to a test of the null hypothesis that the difference in the mean reversal on expiration days versus non-expiration
days equals zero.
d. The f-ratio corresponds to a test of the null hypothesis that the difference between the mean reversal on expiration days in the pre-June
1987 period and the mean reversal on expiration days m the post-June 1987 period equals zero.

close and at the open in the post-June 1987
period. In the case of the S&P 100 stocks, for
example, the average stock reversal at the close
was 0.311 per cent on expiration days and 0.022
per cent on non-expiration days; at the open,
the average stock reversal was 0.277 per cent on
expiration days and 0.015 per cent on non-
expiration days.

Somewhat surprising is the small size of the
average stock reversal on non-expiration days.
If dealers are to make profits, stock retums must
rebound after a dealer purchase or sale. A
rebound is observed at the close on non-
expiration days in the pre-June 1987 period
(0.124 per cent for the S&P 500 stocks), but
virtually no rebound is observed in the later
periai or at the open. The lack of a rebound
may reflect speciaJ market conditions in the
post-June 1987 period."

The results for the portfolio reversals, in Table
VI, are siitular to those for the stock reversals, in
that expiration-day reversals exceed non-
expiration-day reversals. In the case of S&P 100
stodcs, for example, the average portfolio rever-

sal at the close was 0.178 per cent on expiration
days and -0.061 per cent on non-expiration days;
at the open, the average portfolio reversal was
0.282 per cent on expiration days and — 0.095 per
cent on non-expiration days. However, the differ-
ence at the close is not statistically significant.
Only in the case of the S&P 500 portfolio are the
expiration-day reversals at both the close and the
open significantly different from the non-
expiration-day reversals.

Index vs. Non-Index Stocks
We have not yet distinguished the price be-

havior of stocks within an index from that of
non-index stocks on expiration days. Table V
shows that the average reversals for index
stocks at the close and at the open were not
statisticaUy different from those of non-index
stocks, with two exceptions.^^ One possible
explanation for these results is that non-index
stocks normally have a larger bid-ask "bounce."
The average reversal of non-index stocks on
non-expiration days tends to confirm this view.
On non-expiration days during the post-June
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1987 period, for example, non-index stocks had
significantly higher reversals than index stocks.
Nonetheless, the average reversal of the non-
index stocks was higher on expiration days than
on non-expiration days, indicating that index
contract expirations have a market-wide effect.*^

Typically, the portfolio reversals for non-
index stocks (Table VI) were substantially less
than the individual stock reversals. In the post-
June 1987 period, for example, the average
reversal at the close for stocks not in the S&P 500
index was 0.206 per cent, but the corresponding
portfolio reversal was only 0.065 per cent. This
reflects the fact that the reversals of the individ-
ual non-index stocks are not correlated. In the
case of stocks in the S&P 500 index, the average
stock reversal was 0.211, while the average
portfolio reversal was 0.255; all the stocks in the
index tend to reverse in the same direction.

Because the reversal for portfolios of non-
index stocks tends to be less than the average
stock reversal, the differences between index
portfolios and non-index portfolios, in Table VI,
are more frequently significant than the differ-
ences between the average stock reversals of
index and non-index stocks in Table V. This
suggests that expiration-day price effects ob-
served in the index stocks are in part attribut-
able to the positive correlations between index-
stock reversals, rather than to the magnitudes of
the reversals of individual stocks.

Economic Significance
The evidence presented thus far indicates that

trading volume and price volatility at the close
on quarterly expirations decreased after June
1987, but remained higher than normal. At the
same time, with the switch of the settlement to
the open, trading volume and price volatility at
the open on the quarterly expiration days in-
creased significantly in the post-June 1987 pe-
riod.

The price effect at the open on expiration days
is about 0.30 per cent in excess of the effect on
non-expiration days. A reversal of 0.30 per cent
is about 12 cents on a $40 stock. This is about the
same as the typical quoted bid-ask spread for an
active stodc on the NYSE. Non-index stocks
tend to reverse by about 0.12 per cent on expi-
ration days, which is about five cents on a $40
stcxdc; because their reversals are less correlated,
no portfolio reversal is <A>servable for these
stocks.

Effects on Monthly (Non-Quarterly)
Expirations
The index contracts that expire on a monthly
(non-quarterly) basis—the CBOE's S&P 10) op-
tion contract, the AMEX's MMI option contract
and the CBT's MMI futures contract—continue
to settle at the close. Table VII presents average
stock reversals at the dose for these index stocks
and for non-index stocks, for monthly expira-
tion days and non-expiration days and for the
periods before and after June 1987. Table VIII
gives the mean portfolio reversals.

Before and After June 1987
Table VII shows that the size of the average

reversals decreased for the stocks in the MMI
and increased for the stocks in the S&P 100 and
S&P 500 indexes; reversals decreased by 0.041
per cent for MMI stocks and increased by 0.068
per cent for S&P 100 stocks and 0.064 per cent
for S&P 500 stocks. None of the changes is
significant statistically.

The mean portfolio reversals in Table VIII
refiect a similar pattern. Mean portfolio rever-
sals between the pre-June 1987 and post-June
1987 periods decreased by 0.198 per cent for
MMI stocks and increased by 0.066 per cent for
S&P 100 stocks and 0.043 per cent for S&P 500
Stocks. Again, none of these differences is sig-
nificant. Overall, the pre versus post-June 1987
comparisons indicate that price effects at the
dose on monthly (non-quarterly) expirations
have neither increased nor decreased through
time.

Expiration vs. Non-Expiration Days
Tables VII and VIII also compare the reversals

of index stocks on expiration days with index
stocks on non-expiration days. The results over-
all indicate no appreciable difference between
index stock behavior on expiration days and
non-expiration days. Consider the average stock
reversals reported in Table VII for the MMI
stocks in the post-June 1987 period. On expira-
tion Fridays, the average stock reversal was
0.191 per cent, while on non-expiration Fridays,
the average stock reversal was 0.158 per cent.
This difference, combined with the standard
errors of ttie estimates, is not large enough to
refute the hypothesis that the two means are the
same. The interpretations of the results for the
S&P 100 and the S&P 500 indexes are similar, as
are the interpretations of the mean portfolio
reversal restilts in Table ^̂
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Table VII Stock Reversals on Monthly (Non-Quarterly) Expirations"

Index

Pre-June 1987
MMI

S&P 100

S&P 500

Post-June 1987
MMI

S&P 100

S&P 500

Type of Day

Expiration days
Non-expiration days

(f-ratio)'
Expiration days
Non-expiration days

(f-ratio)'̂
Expiration days
Non-expiration days

(f-ratio)"̂

Expiration days
(f-ratio)"*

Non-expiration days
(f-ratio)''

Expiration days
(f-ratio)"*

Non-expiration days

Expiration days
(f-ratio)**

Non-expiration days
(f-ratio)"̂

No. of
Obs.

19
37

19
37

19
37

13

26

13

26

13

26

Index
Stocks

0.232
0,003
(2.17)
0,141
0,044
(1,25)
0,113
0,048
(1,21)

0,191
(0,37)
0,158

(0,24)
0.209

(-0,98)
0,165

fO 48\
\y.^o}

0,177
(-1,17)

0,136
(0,67)

Reversal at Close

Non-Index
Stocks

0.111
0.088
(0.61)
0.111
0.090

<0.55)
0.113
0,109

(0,13)

0,164

0,149
(0.63)
0.160

0,148
(0 53̂
0,156

0.159
(-0,11)

(t-Ratio)*'

(1,34)
(-1,00)

(0,48)
(-0,70)

(0.01)
(-1.27)

(0,31)

(0.11)

(0,78)

(0.30)

(0,39)

(-0,59)

a. Mean percentage stock retum reversals (and f-ratios of differences) of NYSE stocks on monthly expiration and non-expiration days dunng
the period January 1985 through June 1989. The means and (-ratios are computed excluding the October 16, 1987 expiration day,
b. The f-ratio corresponds to a test of the null hypothesis that the difference in the mean reversal of index versus non-index stocks equals zero,
c. The f-ratio corresponds to a test of the null hypothesis that the difference in the mean reversal on expiration days versus non-expiration
days equals zero,
d. The f-ratio corresponds to a test of the null hypothesis that the difference between the mean reversal on expiration days in the pre-June
1987 period and the mean reversal on expiration days in the post-June 1987 period equals zero.

Index vs. Non-Index Stocks
The final comparison is between index and

non-index stocks on monthly (non-quarterly)
expirations. The results reported in Tables VII
and VIII indicate that index stocks have slightly
larger reversals than non-index stocks on
monthly expiration days. Consider, for exam-
ple, the average reversals reported for S&P 1(X)
stocks for the post-June 1987 period, in Table
VII. The mean reversal for S&P 100 stocks on
expiration days was 0.209 per cent, while on
non-expiration days it was 0.160 per cent. The
mean reversal was slightly higher for S&P 100
stocks than for non-S&P 100 stocks; the differ-
ence, however, is not significant. The mean
portfolio reversals for the S&P 100 and non-S&P
100 stocks, however, are significantly different.

These comparisons indicate that price effects
at the close on monthly expirations are small.
The monthly expiration-day analyses indicate
that price reversals of index stocks at the close
are (1) small, (2) no different on expiration days
than on non-expiration days, (3) not predictably

different from the price reversals of non-index
stocks and (4) relatively stationary over time.

Economic Significance
The economic significance of the price effects

on monthly (non-quarterly) expiration days is
small. The largest average stock reversal ob-
served, for the S&P 100 stocks, was 0.209 per
cent. Reversals for the MMI and the S&P 500
were much smaller. These effects amount to
about 8.5 cents on a $40 stock. On non-
expiration days, the average index stock rever-
sal was 0.165 per cent, which amounts to 6.6
cents on a $40 stock. Non-index stocks exhibited
an average reversal of 0.160 per cent on expira-
tion days. The net effect of the expiration, based
on these data, is about two cents a share.

The difference between the portfolio reversals
of index and non-index stocks on expiration
days and the difference between index portfolio
reversals on expiration and non-expiration days
(Table VIII) are larger than the corresponding
differences in individual stock reversals (Table
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Table VIII Portfolio Reversals on Monthly (Non-Quarterly) Expirations'

Index

Pre-June 1987
MMI

S&P 100

S&P 500

Post-June 1987
MMI

S&P 100

S&P 500

TyfK of Day

Expiration days
Non-expiration days

(f-ratio)"̂
Expiration days
Non-expiration days

(t-ratiof
Expiration days
Non-expiration days

(f-ratio)""

Expiration days
(f-rado)**

Non-expiration days
(f-ratio)"̂

Expiration days
(Vratio)''

Non-expiration days
(f-ratio)''

Expiration days
(f-ratio)"*

Non-expiration days
(/-ratio)'

No. of
Obs.

19
37

19
37

19
37

13

26

13

26

13

26

Index
Stocks

0.257
-0.062
(2.55)
0.153

-0.043
(1.73)
0.072

-0.028
(1.11)

0.059
(1.46)
0.112

(-0.31)
0.219

(-0.55)
0.072

(1.05)
0.115

(-0.43)
0.060

(0.52)

Reversal at Close

Non-Index
Stocks

0.005
0.027

(-0.32)
0.007
0.027

(-0.30)
0.010

-0.004
(0.22)

0.060

-0.025
(1.25)
0.060

-0.031
(1.39)

-0.003

0.033
(-0.58)

(t-Ratio)^

(2.03)
(-0.85)

(1.19)
(-0.75)

(0.57) :
(-0.32) ;

(-0.01)

(1.19) -;

(1.98) '
h
L(1.02) -̂

(1.77) \

(0.34) ;

a. Mean percentage portfolio return reversals (and (-ratios oi differences) of NYSE stocks on monthly expiration and non-expiration days
during the period January 1985 through June 1^9. The nwans and /-ratios are computed excluding the October 16, 1987 expiration day.
b. The t-ratio corresponds to a test of the null hypothesis that the difierence in the mean reversal of index versus non-index stocks equals zero.
c. The i-ratio corresponds to a test of the null hypothesis that the difference in the mean reversal on expiration days versus non-expiration
days equais zero.
d. The t-ratio corresponds to a test of the null hypothesis that the difference between the mean reversal on expiration days in the pre-June
1987 period and the mean reversal on expiration days in the post-June 1987 period equals zero.

VII). Again, this is because index stocks tend to
reverse in the same direction on expiration
days.

Implications
The evidence in this study indicates that the
expiration-day controversy is "much ado about
(nearly) nothing." Expiration-day effects are
quite small on quarterly and monthly (non-
quarterly) expirations. It is not possible to con-
clude that price effects have increased in any
meaningful way on the monthly (non-quarterly)
expirations; if there has been an increase, the
effect is common to all stocks and to non-
expiration as well as expiration days. Price ef-
fects on quarterly expirations appear to have
decreased slightly as a result of the switch to the
open, but the decrease is smaU and not always
readily observable.

The results have at least two important impli-
cations. First, volatility on monthly (non-
quarterly) expirations has not increased in a way
that necessitates a diange in expiration proce-
dures. In fact, it is hard to distinguish the price

effects of index stocks on expiration days from
index stocks on non-expiration days. Second,
even if increased volatility at the close on
monthly (non-quarterly) expirations warranted
a change in settlement, switching the settlement
from the close to the open would not decrease
volatility meaningfully; it would merely shift its
location. All in all, the price effects on quarterly
and monthly (non-quarterly) expiration days are
small in an economic sense, and the market
appears to have adjusted reasonably well to
expirations of index futures and options. ̂® B

Footnotes
1. A puzzling phenomenon is the continued exist-

ence of arbitrage opportunities despite the pres-
ence of sophisticated arbitrageurs standing ready
to take advantage of price discrepancies. Stoll
and Whaley, for example, report frequent viola-
tions of the cost-of-carry relation (Equation (1)) in
excess of transaction costs using hourly S&P 50C
index and index futures data over the period
April 1982 through E>eceml»r 1985. (H. R. Stoll
and R. E. Whaley, "Expiration Day Effects ot
Ind«( Options and Futures" (Mcmograph Series
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in Finance and Economics 1986-3), Table 23-A.)
The frequency of violations is nearly 80 per cent
for the June 1982 futures contract. For contract
maturities nearer the end of the sample period,
the frequency falls below 15 per cent. A. C.
MacKinlay and K. Ramaswamy ("Index Futures
Arbitrage and the Behavior of Stock Index Fu-
tures Prices, The Review of Financial Studies 1,1988,
Table 6) report similar results for the S&P 500
futures contracts expiring in the September 1983
through June 1987 period; using 15-minute price
data, they found that the cost-of-carry relation is
violated 14.4 per cent of the time, on average.
Intraday leads and lags between index futures
and cash index returns that may arise when
Equation (1) does not hold exactly are examined
in H. R. Stoll and R. E. Whaley, "The Dynamics
of Stock Index and Stock Index Futures Returns"
(Working paper. Duke University Fuqua School
or VanderbUt University Owen School, 1989). A
number of papers examine the behavior of index
futures prices and stock prices during the crash of
October 1987; see, for example, D. Furbush,
"Program Trading and Price Movement: Evi-
dence from the October 1987 Crash" (Working
paper. Securities and Exchange Commission,
April 1989) and L. Harris, 'The October 1987
Stock-Futures Basis," Journal of Finance, March
1989.

2. Stoll and Whaley, "Expiration Day Effects of
Index Options and Futures," op. cit., and H. R.
Stoll and R. E. Whaley, "Program Trading and
Expiration-Day Effects," Financial Analysts Jour-
nal, March/April 1987.

3. T. Day and C. Lewis, "The Behavior of the
Volatility Implicit in the Prices of Stock Index
Options," Journal of Financial Economics, October
1988.

4. H. R. StoU and R. E. Whaley, "Program Trading
and Individual Stock Returns: Ingredients of the
Triple Witching Brew," Journal of Business, Janu-
ary 1990.

5. R. Roll, "A Simple Implidt Measure of the Bid/
Ask Spread in an Effident Market," Journal of
Finance, September 1984, and H. R. Stoll, "Infer-
ring the. Components of the Bid-ask Spread:
Theory and Empirical Tests," Journal of Finance,
March 1989.

6. H. R. Stoll, "Index Futures, Program Trading and
Stock Market Procedures," Journal of Futures Mar-
kets, August 1988.

7. Some of these suggestions are reviewed and
analyzed in Stoll, 'Index Futures, Program Trad-
ing and Stock Market Procedures," op. cit.

8. The spedal quotation differs from the usual index
value because only opening prices of individual
stocks are used. The spedal quotation is updated
as stocks open. Once all stocks have opened, the

opening quotation used for settlement is final-
ized.

9. Stock transactions that are to be executed at the
opening price must be so marked and must arrive
on the floor at least one-half hour before the open
at 9:30 a.m. (EST). For selected stocks with an
imbalance in excess of 50,000 shares, the NYSE
disseminates the size of the imbalance. Standard
opening procedures call for dissemination of an
antidpated price change if a significant price
change is expected. Fifteen minutes must elapse
between the time of the indication and the open,
to give time for offsetting orders to arrive.

10. In both trading-volume and price-reversal tests,
observations from the last half-hour and first
half-hour of the day are used. The last half-hour
of the day is defined as the 30-minute interval
prior to the closing trade of the day. (If the last
transaction occurs before the market close—say,
at 3:45 p.m.—the closing half-hour is the interval
3:15-3:45.) The opening half-hour is defined as
the 30-minute interval beginning with the time of
the opening trade. The median time from market
open to the first transaction was computed for
index stocks on expiration days and non-
expiration days. For MMI stocks, the median was
1.70 minutes on expiration days and 2.12 minutes
on non-expiration days. For S&P 100 stocks, the
median times were 1.93 and 2.25 minutes for
expiration and non-expiration days, respectively.
For S&P 500 stocks, the median times to open
were 2.52 and 2.42 minutes, respectively. The
excess orders at the open attributable to unwind-
ing stock positions from index arbitrage clearly
do not cause a delay in opening.

11. Because two-day dollar volume is much greater
when an expiration day is included, dollar vol-
ume in the first half-hour in the period after June
1987 is four times as great on expiration days as
on non-expiration days.

12. This result is consistent with Stoll and Whaley
("Program Trading and Individual Stock Re-
turns," op. cit.), who show that a greater propor-
tion of trading volume occurs at the open for
stocks with smaller market capitalizations.

13. Other return measures were considered. Because
the spedalist may take longer than 30 minutes to
unwind positions assumed in the course of un-
winding stock-index-arbitrage-related transac-
tions, the retum on expiration days was also
defined as:

^ dose,i A op
100,

open.i

where Pdose.i 's the price at the close on Friday.
The empirical results do not change qualitatively.

14. On non-expiration days preceding monthly expi-
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ration days, a lan^r stock reversal is observed.
See Table VH.

15. The exceptions are the S&P 100 and S&P 500
stock reversals of 0.277 and 0.281 in the post-June
1987 period, which are significantly greater than
the non-index-stock reversals of 0.140 and 0.094.
Tests for the two stock groups are not indef>en-
dent, as the S&P 500 contains the S&P 100 stocks.

16. The inferences from the resulte reported in Tables
V and VI are valid only if REVj Is an unbiased
measure of the stock reversal. Stock reversals
were also measured by the correlation of the
stock retum from Friday dose to Monday Of>en
and the stock retum in the last half-hour on
Friday. These correlations were exeunined to
check for significant differences between pre and
post-June 1987 periods, expiration and non-
expiration days and index and non-index stocks.
The inferences from these results are qualitatively

similar to those from the mean average stock
reversal results.

17. Results of the October 1987 expiration are not
induded. From Friday, October 16, to Monday,
October 19, stocks feU dramatically as the resiilt
of events other than index contract expiration.
Only one of 20 had a price reversal over the
weekend. The retums were extraordinary and
are not induded in our evaluation of price move-
ments on a typical monthly (non-quarterly) expi-
ration.

18. This article is based on a larger study, "Expiration
Day Effects Revisited," that was carried out un-
der the auspices of the Finandal Markets Re-
search Center of VanderbUt University and the
Futures and Options Research Center at Duke
University. The research was supported by a
joint grant from the Chicago Board Options Ex-
change and the American Stock Exchange.
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